Foreman - Refactor #31106
Tracker # 30160 (New): Extract Puppet ENC to a plugin
Tracker # 30171 (Closed): Extract ConfigGroups to a plugin

Extract ConfigGroup Controllers
10/20/2020 10:44 AM - Shira Maximov

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Shira Maximov
Category: Puppet integration

Target version:
Difficulty: Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8510
Triaged: Yes
Bugzilla link: Fixed in Releases: 3.0.0

Description

Related issues:
Copied from Foreman - Refactor #31093: Extract ConfigGroup UI Closed

Associated revisions
Revision f3939262 - 07/19/2021 10:39 AM - Shira Maximov
Fixes #31106 - Remove config groups controller
Drops ConfigGroup controller, tests and parameter filter.
Extracted in https://github.com/theforeman/foreman_puppet_enc/pull/16

Revision 9919a2d3 - 07/19/2021 10:39 AM - Shira Maximov
Fixes #31106 - drop config groups permissions

History
#1 - 10/20/2020 10:44 AM - Shira Maximov
  - Copied from Refactor #31093: Extract ConfigGroup UI added

#2 - 10/30/2020 12:48 PM - Ondřej Ezr
  - Status changed from New to Assigned

#3 - 06/24/2021 09:03 PM - The Foreman Bot
  - Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing
  - Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8510 added

#4 - 07/19/2021 10:43 AM - The Foreman Bot
  - Fixed in Releases 3.0.0 added

#5 - 07/19/2021 11:11 AM - Shira Maximov
  - Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
Applied in changeset foremanf3939262c82138923c4d87a37e8a6c7d1b928479.